iT600 Smart Home Range
MAKING LIFE SIMPLE
Universal Gateway UG600

Smart Plug SP600

Smart Thermostat VS20
and TRV10RFM

Electric Monitor ECM600
Door/Window Sensor OS600

MAKING LIFE SIMPLE

www.salus-smarthome.com
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Control your electrical
appliances individually
or as a group

Detects when
windows or doors
are open

Individual room
temperature control via PC,
tablet or Smartphone
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Electric monitor,
monitors energy usage
within your property,
giving reports
via the App

MAKING LIFE SIMPLE
As technology advances more and more devices
are becoming wireless, bringing the dream of a fully
automated home closer to a reality. With the SALUS
iT600 Smart Home system, you can let your appliances
do the hard work for you, delivering control to your
smartphone or tablet screen. The SALUS system
will save you time and energy so you can focus on
enjoying the things that are important to you.

Download the FREE App

Smart Home
Available on Smartphone, PC or Tablet
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The SALUS Smart Home App

What makes the iT600 SALUS Smart Home system different to other systems is
the way that products can interact with each other. This is done by setting up
OneTouch™ rules that are personalised to the user and communicates with the
products via the universal gateway and the App.
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Multiple Properties
If the user has the SALUS iT600
Smart Home system installed in
multiple properties then they can
quickly view what is happening
in each property by side swiping
on the property picture. They can
identify which property it is by the
property picture. This picture they
can take and upload themselves.

Scan My Home
At any time the user can press the
scan my home icon and quickly get an
overview on every SALUS iT600 Smart
Home product in their property. Ideal
when you are leaving the property and
you want to make sure everything is
secure and safe.

Controlling the Product
The product can be controlled
locally or from the App. To control
from the App the user clicks on
the small tile and it flips, allowing
control. Here on the thermostat
control the user can click on
the white button to adjust the
temperature up and down.
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UG600 Universal Gateway
At the heart of the iT600 Smart Home range is the UG600 connecting all your devices together.
To give you total contol from anywhere via Smartphone, Tablet or PC. You can connect up to 100 devices
to one gateway.

VS20 Thermostat
The VS20 thermostat may be used for controlling a heating zone or a radiator. They can also be connected
to both door and window sensor and smart plug. All units are wirelessly connected and it is possible
to set up management for both time and temperature. There can be a setup option and limiting the
max. / Min temperature, and the display can be switched off if desired.
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TRV10RFM
The TRV10RFM is a battery-powered, mini-size
thermostatic radiator valve (TRV) controller using
ZigBee wireless communication. Simply replace the
existing, passive head on the standard radiator valve with
the TRV10RFM. You can connect up to 6 actuators to
one VS20 thermostat used with the Universal Gateway.

Smart Plug
The SALUS Smart plug can be used with any electrical appliance.
The user simply plugs the Smart Plug into the wall socket and the
appliance into the Smart Plug, the user can control the appliance
from their Smartphone from anywhere.

Lounge light in the off state.
The user clicks on the tile
and it flips.

The user can now turn the
appliance on or off using the
toggle button or click on the
appliance name for more functions

Lounge light in the on state.

The user clicks on the appliance
name for more functions. From
here they can set OneTouch
actions and see information.
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Electric Monitor
The SALUS Electric Monitor simply clips around the live outgoing meter tail which goes
to the fuse box (not the neutral). and reports back to the user via the App, giving daily
usage and performance graphs. The user can then see where savings can be made in the
future.

Electric Monitor tile on the home
screen. User clicks on the tile and
is taken to the reports screen.

The user can see daily, weekly,
monthly or yearly reports on
electricity used.

Window/Door Sensor
With installation of door/ window sensor system it can turn off the
heating in the room during the period when a window is open,
and preventing unnecessary heat consumption. With the sensors
mounted it is possible with the one touch app or PC to see if the
doors or windows are open in the building before leaving.
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OneTouch™ Rules
Imagine turning off all your lights in your home, setting all the thermostats to an energy saving setting, set an
alert so if any window or door is open you are immediately sent a text message, all with OneTouch!
One touch is a preconfigured set of actions that you define in an easy to use interface. Set up a OneTouch™
event to be triggered based on the time of day, day of the week or even when something occurs within your
home. OneTouch™ can also be set to act like a timer, turn this on for one hour and then turn it off. OneTouch™
buttons show up on your personal dashboard so they are never more than a touch away.

One Touch Features
• Can be triggered by pressing the One Touch button on the dashboard
• Control a single device or every connected device in the house
• Automatic triggers based on the actions of another device
(When my window is open, turn off thermostat)
• Create a One Touch event when something does not happen
(Alert me if the front door is open, but not closed within 10 minutes)
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User Example
Products in the SALUS Smart Home range can operate
independently, as a group of same products or with other
products in the range. This example shows three smart
plugs set up as a group and connected to lights around
the home. Using the OneTouch rules engine with the smart
plugs, the lights can be turned on individually or as a group.
They can also be set to interact with other products in the
SALUS Smart Home range. All controlled from anywhere via
the App on your Smartphone.
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+

+
Window / door sensor detects when
they are open and displays on the APP.

Smart Plug connected to hall
light and controlled from the App.

Room thermostat and actuator installed in
every room for individual room control.
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All of the products can be controlled individually or grouped under a room thermostat. It is possible in one room
to control both temperature and smart plug and set the heating to turn off when the window is open. With a door
sensor, it is possible to turn on the specific contacts or lamps when the door opened.
SALUS Smart Home Brochure
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In this example, the 7 window sensors all of which are wirelessly connected to the room thermostat. Each room is
equipped with wireless radiator control and are also connected the room thermostat. The room thermostat ensures
the desired room temperature is reached and turns off when the window is open. When the window is closed the
system will reach the desired temperature again. Each room is controlled individually with respect to the application.
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Individual room control of offices, meeting rooms
and common areas, heat only the area you use.
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Future

Products
Smoke Detector

Smart Camera

Covered button

CO Detector

Relay Switch

www.salus-smarthome.com

